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Text:      Voluntary  work   

       Volunteering is for those who believe they can make a difference in the lives of others, Some 

volunteering organizations  are doing a good work to put an end to some serious problems that affect our 

society . Mary  Sutherland is one of  those extraordinary volunteers . She escaped from  the streets to help 

others. Her story started when she run away home and school at 15.       

      She fought against serious  depression to start at the age of 17 , a charity 

working with homeless . Four years later,  she run the SAFE project with three 

other volunteers . The SAFE project offers  many services for the homeless from spiritual help to food 

and clothing , advice , love and support. Mary also organises meals and shelter  for homeless . She is 21 

now and she is working with some young  volunteers who are willing  to raise money  for homeless  

      Mary said :  "This amazing  and valuable experience  ( being a volunteer ) helped me to be more 

confident . It also gave me a new goal : keep doing anything  I can help to fill our world with laughter and 

joy  . We need to collect more money for the poor" 

* shelter : refuge  Adapted from the net  

 

Part One  14 pts: 

 A/Reading Comprehension. 7pts 

Activity one (3pts):  Read carefully  the text then write:  true  or   false. 

1- Mary was a homeless person  ................................. 

2- Being a volunteer made her less confident  ........................ 

3- The SAFE project offers few services for the homeless  .......................................... 

Activity two (2pts): Read again the text  then  answer the questions. 

1. Did Mary ran the SAFE project alone ? ........................................................................................ 

2. Who are the beneficiaries of the  SAFE project  ?  ...................................................................... 

Activity three  (2pts)  : A/    Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to:  

                   associations    =..............................                      remarkable  =................................... 

          B/  Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to : 

                    old    =./= .............................                               rich   =./= .............................              
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B/ Mastery of Language   7pts 

Activity one (2pts): Supply the punctuation and the capital letters where necessary:                   

 

   every year nearly 8 million children and their families  benefit from algerian charities  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Activity two (3pts): Give the correct form of the verbs in brackets. 

   1-  If citizens (to donate)………………… more money,  charities  (to provide) ………………….more 

help for the poor.  

2-  She likes (to help ) ...................................needy people because she is a good citizen.  

 

Activity three (2pts : Classify  words in the right box according to the pronunciation of  “s”  
 

volunteers      -       streets     -      services      -     lives  . 

 
 

/ s / / z / /  iz /  
 

1-………......… 
 

1-………...……/ 2-……………..  

 

 

1-……...………. 

 

Part Two: Integrated Situation. (6pts) 

            We all believe that to be a  good  citizen we have to take care of ourselves, studies 

and our community . 

Write an article for your  school magazine to sensitize  your friends  about how to be a GOOD CITZEN.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………                                  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

         You can do it  

           Try your best .  
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